
KITE
STRUT
MOUNT

Works on any kite with cleared
struts & most cameras sized

112 x 65 x 25 millimeters
or 4.4 x 2.5 x 1 inches



Note: If your kite has no center strut, attach the mount to the left, or right most central strut.
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KITE COMPATIBILITY

The CAMRIG Strut Mount will work on your LEI kite if the center strut is 
not completely stiched to the canopy near the leading edge
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1. ATTACH THE STRUT MOUNT

Tightly wrap both Velcro straps around the center strut

2. INSERT CAMERA

Insert  your camera into the CAMRIG housing & close the cover

SETUP YOUR MOUNT
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2. SECURE CAMERA

Secure your camera by closing the latch with the included Velcro strap

To prevent camera loss, attach a leash to the Velcro strap included

Note: For better camera framing see USAGE & ADJUSTMENTS

SECURE YOUR CAMERA
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3.  ADJUST CAMRIG ANGLE

Open the Velcro cuffs above & below the pegs of each plastic leg

Adjust the position to a different holes to adjust the angle of your camera

Then wrap the Velcro strut straps around the mount’s legs

ADJUSTING YOUR MOUNT
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How the mount angle affects framing

Low angle =› Camera shoots too far behind rider

Medium angle =› Rider well centered

High angle =› Camera shoots too far in front of rider

If you are shooting too far behind, raise the angle
If you are shooting too far in front, reduce the angle

USAGE & ADJUSTMENTS
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4) CAMRIG WITH GOPRO CAMERAS

CAMRIG fits most compact camera models, 
including the GoPro HD HeroCam & it’s waterproof case

(Not included)

(Leash not included)

A) Remove the foam pad from the case when using GoPro cameras

GETTING THE MOST WITH GOPRO
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B) Place your GoPro camera inside the mount housing 
with the tabs going through the side hole.

C) Secure the CAMRIG cover & camera leash with Velcro straps.

www.camrig.com

USAGE


